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The aging human lens has been the subject of intense research over the past 20 years, for a number of quite disparate reasons. The fact that the incidence of cataract rises exponentially with age after 50 years\(^1\) provides the driving influence for much of the effort, but the unique accessibility, homogeneity, and basic simplicity of structure of the organ itself makes it a fruitful system for fundamental studies of tissue growth, development, and differentiation.\(^2\,\,4\)

Images of the whole human lens in vivo have been available for detailed analysis since the introduction of the quantitative slit lamp (or Scheimpflug) camera (Fig 1). This has been invaluable in providing an understanding of the changes in shape and optical properties both of the ‘normal’ and cataractous aging lens.\(^5\,\,7\) The lens is also accessible as an in vitro system of study through the provision of donor eyes for corneal transplant and general research. Since the lens has no direct blood supply, it survives well both in the globe itself and in organ culture media.\(^8\,\,10\) Whole cataractous lenses were also once routinely available before the advent of extracapsular cataract extraction (ECCE) with intraocular lens implantation and in the past there have been combined slit lamp and in vitro studies which have correlated changes in light scatter and absorbance with specific alterations in ion and protein levels (Figs 1 and Marcantonio et al\(^11\) and Hockwin et al\(^12\)).

The optical homogeneity of the lens is also reflected at the cellular level. The entire organ is composed of cells of surface ectodermal origin. The single monolayer of anterior epithelial cells in the mature lens represents a very static population with little cell division and less cell death occurring.\(^2\,\,4\) Only cells near the equator divide before elongating to form fully differentiated fibre cells that fill the bulk of the lens. The symmetry of growth of the fibre cells was appreciated by late 18th century anatomists such as Sir David Brewster\(^14\,\,15\) and the cellular symmetry has an optical correlate as very beautiful birefringence patterns can be obtained from the radially symmetric arrangements of lens fibres (Figs 1 and 2). The symmetry and homogeneity of the patterns are maintained into old age, and only break down when cataract intervenes. This symmetry is maintained throughout the continuing, relatively linear, growth of the lens from the age of 10 to 80 years.

Although the advent of ECCE surgery\(^16\) has deprived lens researchers of many intact cataractous lenses, it has opened up a further, and potentially just as valuable, field of research into the behaviour of aging lens cells.\(^17\) This review is, therefore, devoted to recent advances in our knowledge of the changes that occur in the cell biology and physiology of the intact lens and also very recent data that have become available concerning the proliferation of cells within the capsular bag that gives rise to age related differences in the severity and incidence of posterior capsular opacification (PCO).

The intact lens—structural and cell biological aspects

The human lens continues to grow throughout life and at all decades from 10 to 70 years; the male lens is heavier than its female counterpart.\(^18\) These age related differences between males and females are interesting because not only do their relative susceptibilities to cataract change with age, but so does their response to physical trauma. Below the age of 50, women have a lower incidence of cataract than men, but above that age the incidence is greater.\(^19\) This suggests a hormonal influence and recent epidemiological studies show that women undergoing hormone replacement therapy have a reduced incidence of cortical cataract compared with a control cohort of the same age.\(^20\) There have recently been significant advances in our understanding of the possible mechanisms underlying the hormonal input into cataract. Transforming growth factor (TGF-β), which is present in the aqueous and vitreous humour,\(^21\) has been shown to induce cataract in organ cultured rat lenses exposed to relatively high concentrations of the factor.\(^22\) Interestingly, lenses from male rats are more susceptible than those from female rats and, furthermore, the latter receive added protection from TGF-β if oestrogen is also present in the medium.\(^23\) The molecular mechanisms underlying the cataractogenic effect of TGF-β are poorly understood, but TGF-β is known to induce transdifferentiation of lens cells so that they produce at least two types of foreign protein, smooth muscle actin and collagen types 1 and 3.\(^24\) Neither of these is synthesised in significant amounts by normal lens cells, but can be detected in certain cataracts\(^25\) and in cells giving rise to PCO.\(^26\) The TGF-β stimulated production of abnormal intracellular and extracellular proteins disrupts the homogeneous structure of the anterior epithelium and light scattering multilayered cell aggregates are produced.\(^27\) Interestingly, if TGF-β is injected into the vitreous chamber of the rat eye in vivo, then the most pronounced changes occur at the bow region of the lens initiating more typical cortical cataracts.\(^27\)

Not only do male and female lenses differ in their relative sensitivity to TGF-β, but they also respond differently to mechanical stress. Weale\(^29\,\,28\) carried out a quantitative study of the birefringence of male and female lenses and although the overall pattern is the same (Fig 1) the effect of external stress on the birefringence pattern measured in vitro is different in males and females. Weale measured the greatest stress that could be given before an irreversible change in birefringence occurred and although in both cases the magnitude of the reversible stress declines with age, the rate of decline appears to be steeper with...
female lenses. Furthermore he identified a number of female lenses in which the merest mechanical stress induced irreversible birefringence changes. He concluded that this pointed to a subtle structural difference between male and female lenses. It has previously been pointed out that the cytoplasm of lens fibres represents a remarkably stable gel-like structure and that calcium has a critical role to play in the maintenance of this stability. Interestingly, calcium also has a critical role in osteoporosis, which is not only more common in aging women than men, but it is a condition for which hormone replacement therapy also provides a good degree of protection.

Birefringence is an optical property arising from a high degree of order in a structure and it has been shown that α crystallin, the major protein of the lens, is capable of a high degree of packing regularity and short range order at high concentrations. In fact, if this were not the case, then the lens optical density would be predicted to be much higher. The lens optical density does, indeed, increase with age and the rate of increase is much more apparent after the age of 40 years. The lens also becomes increasingly coloured (yellow) with age and the intrinsic fluorescence also increases. All of these changes tend to degrade the optical properties of the lens.

In cataract the changes in the optical properties of the lens are not generally uniformly distributed. Posterior polar cataracts can involve a very small volume of the lens, but as they lie directly on the visual axis, their effect on vision is great (Fig 1). Cortical cataracts can again involve only small areas of the cortex, while pure nuclear cataracts involve a post-translational change in the nuclear proteins alone while the cortex is quite clear and unaffected (Fig 1).

---

Figure 1 Images of normal human lenses (A, B, and C), posterior polar cataract (D, E, F), and pure nuclear cataract (G, H, I). Note that slit lamp camera images (A, D, G) all have a scattering reflect artefact (small white rectangle). The normal subject (A) was 40 years of age and the accompanying in vitro grid photographs (B) and polarising images (C) were obtained from a donor eye of similar age (42 years). The white arrow gives the direction of plane of polarisation of the major axis of the first order red plate. Note that (B) was photographed under fluid and so the grid is out of focus compared with (E) and (H), which were photographed in air. Also note that the polarising images of the cataractous lenses (F and I) maintain the blue/yellow radially symmetrical pattern of the normal lens (C) except where the opacities occur in highly localised polar cataract (F) and where the brunesence is strongest in the nuclear cataract (I). The images (D), (E), (G), (H) are taken from Marcantonio et al while the additional images are unpublished.
concentration. Whenthereisalarger,butstilllocalised
cellular membrane vesicles and have a surprisingly low protein
content, when viewed along the optic axis (as in Fig 1, C, F, and I), such an
arrangement would give rise to positive birefringence such that the fibres
lying along the direction of the first order red plate give a blue addition
colour and those at right angles, a yellow subtraction colour.

Recently, attempts have been made to uncover the
molecular mechanisms underlying the different forms of cataract and also the reasons why
certain opacities are highly localised.

The smallest opacities are the so-called retrodots which
are present in normal, non-cataractous lenses and the fre-
cency of their occurrence increases exponentially after 40
years of age. They appear to be formed from multilayered
membrane vesicles and have a surprisingly low protein
content, but correspondingly a high calcium concentration.
When there is a larger, but still localised breakdown in lens fibre structure, then the opacities that
are formed do not disturb the normal visual acuity, especially
when they are located on or near the visual axis (see Fig 1).
Such lenses have near normal sodium and potassium con-
centrations but have elevated calcium levels. Studies
employing calcium sensitive microelectrodes to probe the
localised opacities and surrounding clear regions have
shown that calcium is elevated only in the disrupted areas.
Calcium ions, therefore, appear to have the ability both to disrupt the structure of the lens and also to protect
the transparent, unaffected areas by sealing off the
damaged fibres. The disrupting properties probably arise
through activating the cysteine protease calpain and several
proteins of the structurally important lens cytoskeleton
and appear to be excellent substrates for degradation by the
enzyme. The protecting effect probably arises from two
quite different mechanisms. Classically, an increase in cell
calcium has long been known to block intercellular commu-
nication and increasing lens cell calcium blocks
communication between lens fibre cells. Calmodulin has
important roles to play in this process. Such a calcium induced
block would explain why normal fibres can be seen
running alongside severely damaged fibres in aging human
lenses. This mechanism would not, however, explain why
it is possible for parts of damaged fibre cells to become
decoupled from normal sections. The uncoupling process
appears to take the form of a vesiculation whereby fibre
membranes from opposed surfaces of the cell appear to
be able to fuse. Specific calcium induced vesiculation has
been observed to take place both at the ends of broken
fibres and in the mid sections of intact, isolated single
fibres. It is possible that calpain also has a role to play in
this process by removing space filling cytoskeletal elements
that would normally prevent the fibre membranes from
collapsing inwards and fusing.

Pure nuclear cataracts with their brunescent, optically
dense nucleus and clear cortex (Fig 1) probably represent a quite different uncoupling mechanism. The oxidative
changes that have taken place in the nucleus are not present in the cortex. For example, protein disulphide
bridges are formed exclusively in the nucleus and there is an accompanying oxidation of glutathione. The glutath-
ione content of the clear outer cortex is normal and in the reduced form. Furthermore, some post-translational
modification of the nuclear proteins alone occurs which renders them fluorescent. This functional uncoupling
and selective oxidation of one region of the lens relative to
another does not involve a calcium increase and does not
involve massive structural reorganisation as the birefringence patterns from nuclear cataracts are relatively normal
in the clear cortex regions but are obscured in the central
regions only by the light absorbing brunescent nucleus
(Fig 1).

The intact lens—physiological aspects

The membrane mechanisms underlying the ionic imbalances of cortical cataracts have been investigated in detail by
employing a combination of electrophysiological and
radioisotope techniques to lenses that have been removed by intracapsular surgery. Since all of the cells within the
lens are normally in good electrical communication with one another, the voltage measured by inserting an
electrode into the lens is the same at all points throughout
the lens. The membrane mechanisms underlying the
ionic imbalances of the cortical cataracts can be investi-
gated by inserting a membrane potential measuring
electrode into lenses that have been removed by intracaps-
ular surgery. The membrane potentials of lenses with cor-
tical cataracts measured in this way are extremely low while
those of the pure nuclear variety are relatively high and are
similar to normal lenses of the same age (Fig 3). The latter
statement is important since the membrane potential of the
normal lens appears to decline with age, particularly
after the age of 40 years. The overall resistance of the
membranes to the passage of ions can be determined by
inserting a second current passing electrode into the lens.
The decline in voltage is accompanied by a decrease in
membrane resistance, indicating that some channel mecha-
nism is being activated in the aging lens. Since the mem-
brane potential is depolarising during this activation, a
channel involving an increased movement of sodium must
be involved. Although pure sodium channels do appear to
reside in lens membranes, they occur relatively infre-
quently and a much more likely candidate for the aging
activated process is a widely distributed species of
non-specific cation channel. This channel is present in lens
membranes and appears to permit Na+, K+, and Ca2+ to
pass. It is interesting in this respect that the lens sodium
and free calcium content also appears to increase after the
age of 40. It is possible to mimic all of the age related
membrane permeability and ion content changes in the
lens simply by complexing or oxidising membrane sulph-
dryl groups. For example, perfusing the isolated lens with
very low concentrations of the non-permeating sulphhydryl
complexing agent PCNPS leads to a very rapid depolarisa-
tion of lens membrane potential with a concomitant
increase in membrane conductance. These changes are
accompanied by an increased influx of sodium and calcium
into the lens.
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The majority of senile cataracts are, in fact, mixed in form, having contributions from both nuclear and cortical changes. Recent epidemiological studies of cataract do suggest that a high intake of antioxidants either in the diet, or in the form of supplements, does confer a considerable protective effect. It is possible to compute for the aging human lens, the expected change in ion permeabilities that would accompany the age related voltage depolarisation and increase in sodium content. There is a remarkable agreement between the relative increase in permeability to sodium and the increase in lens optical density measured at the wavelength of peak sensitivity of the eye (Fig 4). Both increase more rapidly after the age of 40 and indicate once more a common mechanism between alterations in the ionic and structural protein contents of the human lens.

The above account of the ‘resting physiology’ of the normal and cataractous lens gives little information concerning the ability of the lens to respond to more external stimuli and evidence has accumulated over the past few years that the lens can, indeed, respond to a wide range of agonists. Again, using electrophysiological methods it is possible to assess how this ability becomes modulated by age. The human lens responds to a surprising range of growth factors and other cytokines including adrenaline, ATP, histamine, and acetylcholine. The response to the latter is particularly interesting as agents that interfere with acetylcholine metabolism, such as cholinesterase inhibitors, are known to induce cataract. However, no physiological role for acetylcholine has yet been found in the lens. Electrophysiological experiments on whole human lenses are, however, beginning to shed some light on this intriguing problem since it has recently been found that ACh induces a marked depolarisation of the membrane potential of the lens. As the response declines with age, it may first appear that the lens ACh receptors may become less active with age. However, more careful analysis indicates that this is not the case. Thomas et al argue that since the lens resting voltage also naturally declines with age (see Fig 3) then the extent to which ACh can change or depolarise the lens voltage must also decline with age. In fact, when the ACh induced depolarisation is plotted against resting voltage, then a linear relation is indeed obtained, implying that ACh receptors remain fully functional throughout the life of the lens.

Additional fluorimetric calcium imaging experiments carried out on tissue cultured human lens cells and on the isolated anterior epithelium show that ACh also stimulates the release of calcium from endoplasmic reticulum stores through the activation of specific muscarinic receptors. There are many potential sources of ACh in the tissues surrounding the lens, including the ciliary body and retina, and it now appears that increasing ACh in the vicinity of the lens would be expected both to depolarise the lens and increase the free calcium content. Interestingly, an increase in lens calcium and membrane depolarisation is associated with cortical cataracts (see Fig 3 and Duncan and Jacobs and Duncan and Hightower).

The lens capsule—PCO mechanisms and age

The most common surgical procedure currently performed to treat cataract is extracapsular cataract surgery (ECCE), which consists of lens substance removal and irrigation/aspiration of residual lens fibres. This procedure leaves the capsular bag in situ and permits an intraocular lens (IOL) to be implanted into this natural holder. However, a proportion of the lens anterior and equatorial epithelial cell population survives the various surgical manipulations. These viable cells do not remain static on the capsule, but proliferate most notably across the previously cell free posterior surface, subsequently

![Figure 3](image_url) Human lens membrane voltage measured in eye bank and cataract lenses. Note that the pure nuclear cataracts follow the pattern of normal lenses, while the cortical cataracts have voltages considerably lower than normal lenses of a similar age. Data taken from Duncan and Hightower and Duncan et al.

![Figure 4](image_url) Relative cation permeability (P_Na+/P_K+) of human lenses as a function of age computed from measurements of ion concentration and electrical potential. The solid line shows the change with age of the mean optical density (OD) of the human lens measured at 490 nm.

The changes that occur in the lens after membrane oxidation are very similar to those that occur in the membranes of rod photoreceptor cells. The cyclic GMP modulated non-specific cation channel in the rod plasma membranes of rod photoreceptor cells. The cyclic GMP activation are very similar to those that occur in the retina. The lens changes that occur after membrane oxidation are very similar to those that occur in the retina.
entering the visual axis.\(^{16}\) This aberrant growth gives rise to the capsule has been breached and the fibres removed, the mitotic index is dramatically increased.\(^{16}\) Interestingly, the increase is first apparent in the equatorial zone rather than at the injured rhexis region.\(^{16}\) Within a few days, dividing cells can be detected throughout the anterior epithelium and cells can also be seen moving across the posterior capsule. Modern imaging techniques permit a detailed study of the characteristics of PCO in vivo and it is now apparent that cell growth can also be observed within a few weeks of the operation.\(^{30} 60\) Growth on the posterior capsule is more rapid and prolific than that on the IOL surface.\(^{61}\) This is precisely the pattern seen in vitro when a serum free medium is used to culture the capsular bag.\(^{3}\) Other clinical features of PCO are also reproduced in vitro and they include wrinkling and tensioning of the bag and light scattering and multilayering of cells.\(^{37}\) We can be confident, therefore, that the behaviour of cells in vitro faithfully reflect their behaviour in vivo.

Probably the most important finding of the in vitro studies has been the impressive growth of human lens cells in the capsular bag in an entirely growth factor free environment.\(^{17}\) This in itself helps to explain why PCO is such a common problem. Growth within capsular bags from younger donors (<40 years) was threefold faster than growth within older capsular bags (>60 years), again reflecting clinical findings.\(^{57}\) Interestingly, serum stimulation had little effect on younger cells, but older cells could be driven at rates approaching those of their younger counterparts (Fig 5). This suggests that the differences observed in the absence of serum is due to an age related slowing down in the production of growth factors, rather than a lack of appropriate receptors. Furthermore, some aged capsules showed only partial cover of the posterior capsule and addition of high serum induced a rapid proliferation until confluency was attained (Fig 6). There are reports that PCO in vivo can be greatly stimulated by inflammatory episodes.\(^{62}\)

The capsular bag system has shown that lens cells have a great, inherent capacity to proliferate and yet cells within the intact lens divide only slowly and in a very defined region. It will, therefore, be necessary in the future to investigate the factors that limit cell growth in the lens as well as those which stimulate proliferation. Most studies in the past have been limited to investigating the external factors, such as FGF, that might control growth.\(^{3}\) The recent data reviewed here suggest that much more attention should be focused on the factors produced by the lens itself both when growth is limited and when it is stimulated. The necessary in vitro systems are now in place for the whole lens and capsular bag\(^{37}\) for these age related studies to proceed apace.
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